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Are Professional Athletes Overpaid? Essay, Research Paper. In today's society many will argue whether or not
professional athletes are overpaid. In the present .

Sports will continue to dominate and professional athletes will rule. Today athletes are the highest paid people
in the country, with the exception of Donald Trump and his toupee. In my view, not. Some of these overpaid
athletes do not respect their fans, so why should they demand higher pay when they do not respect the
provider of their 0paycheck. When asking people whether they think athletes are paid excessively much
money, most agree with me. They might as well be flushing all of their money down the drain. Stadiums are
big business today. You might think they earn more than what they are worth for playing half a year, but
athletes have many things which contribute to their salary. Since its inception in the late 70s and the popularity
of the American National Basketball Association, basketball has been cemented as one of the most iconic
games played today. If players were not being paid so much money then organizations would not Have to
charge such incredibly high prices for tickets to the games and for concessions. The answer should be NO.
Many Americans believe that athletes are not overpaid; they say that their jobs are harder than ours are and we
would not be able to survive [pic] Photo credit: Shirley L. So I ask are Pro athletes overpaid. If we lived in a
world without professional sports to entertain us, life would be a little more boring, but we would live on. The
few immature players who are unwise with their spending money make up a small percentage of all the
professional athletes in major sports. Professional athletes are being over paid while hard working Americans
are being paid a lot less. A young private entering the army will receive around 34, dollars in his first year
defending Are Professional Athletes Overpaid? I think it is unethical and unfair for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association to punish athletes for trying to add a few dollars to their bank accounts. How greedy are
These players when they ask for more money when they are already getting paid 2 million Dollars a year. If
you ask me, there should be a zero tolerance policy in every single sports league for such behaviour, precisely
because they are so highly paid. Both viewpoints have valid claims warranting consideration. Should College
Athletes Be Paid? The NCAA does not want to pay the athletes beyond scholarships, and it would be tough to
work a new compensation program into their budget and the budgets of the universities A young private
entering the army will receive around 34, dollars in his first year defending Should Athletes Be Overpaid? Do
you really think that it is for the money, fame or just because it something they like to do. Today, athletes are
being paid generous amounts of money simply to compensate them for their entertainment value. In addition,
a system needs to be put into place that prevents players who have never even really proven their value in
professional sports from hijacking teams for all they can get. If athletes truly deserve the money, they make,
then why are other professions helping the lives of others and yet make only a small fraction of these gifted
men and women. Athletes are some of the most overpaid individuals today in modern society. That might be
why some children want to be athletes. If we were to get rid of all the professional sports from being a job, we
would not be at wits end, but if we get rid of the jobs that improve ever day life and kept the professional
athletes.


